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Sacramento 9,
Calif er nia

Talks About India

Military Inspectors
Praise SJS ROTC

The Army inspection team,
which was here Tuesday for the
annual general military inspection of the ROTC program, was
ELMO A. ROBINSON
. . . Philosophy Chief Lectures surprised at the efficiency of the
SJS unit, according to Col. John
versity of Wisconsin and a Ph.D. E.
Rogers, professor of military
degree from the University of science
and tactics.
Cincinnati. He taught at Columbia
The
inspection
team, headed by
University, the University of Chicago and University of Missouri Col. Carl Schmidt, PMS&T at th e
University of California, rated
before coming here.
Dr. Zink directs students in In- the SJS unit excellent in the fields
troduction to Philosophy, Ethics, of supply and administration. Inand Philosophy Forum. He also is struction given to the unit was
In charge of directed reading pro- rated superior.
jects.
Col. Schmidt was especially

Amyx Watercolor Show
At Reserve Book Room

planning of social events was given Tuesday night by IFC president Mark Niemela and Mary
Anne Miller, president of Panhellenic.
The plan would benefit ho th
Greek and non-Greek organizations.

here from the Friendship Room,
where the show was held last
month.
The paintings are mainly countryside and farm scenes, with water towers and silos pictured in a
majority of the pictures.
Amyx gives a different treatment to "The Old Wagon" "Cow
Skulls," "Old Barn Door," and
"Old Ranch Buildings." The idea
of age seems to emanate from
these paintings.
There are also two pattern studies which are very interesting.
Amyx is a member of the San
Francisco Art Assn., Carmel Art
Assn. and California Watercolor
Society. He has exhibited widely
in group shows and has had oneman exhibits in Carmel, San Francisco, Sacramento, San Jose and
Claremont.
He
has
received
awards at annual shows in Oakland, San Francisco and Carmel.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

’U.S. Will Negotiate on Suez
As Long as Hope Remains’: Ike
WASHINGTON President Eisenhower said yesterday serious
negotiations with Egypt on the
Suez Canal will continue as long
as there is any prospect of reaching a satisfactory solution.
Ile made the news conference
statement shortly after the United
States received Egypt’s reply to
a U.S. proposal to give a definite
international character to Egypt’s
plans for operation of the Canal.
The President said the United
States continues to support the
United Nations in its efforts to
keep peace in the Middle East.
COLLEGE BILL iracr-s TEST
SACRAMENTO - - The fate of
an omnibus measure providing for
five new state colleges yesterday
fared a stern test before the frugal Senate Committee on Finance.
The bill, which provides for im-

mediate construction of five fouryear state colleges, yesterday got
the blessing of a Senate sub-committee on education.
The schools would be located in
the following counties: Alameda,
Orange, Sonoma-Marin-Napa-Solano area, Stanislatis, and the
Monterey-Santa Cruz area.
Another provision calls for the

Com ni it t ee Meets
The Segregation Committee
will discuss circumstanees involved in the barring of a Negro fraternity on capus at its
week!) meeting this afternoon
at 3:30 o’clock in the Student
Union. The group also will (Barns, the housing situation In the
/WS area,

have passed their time limit and would have to be
relocated if the Council had not taken immediate
action. Local fraternities have agreed to house all
three. Funds for their maintenance
iii he raised
by special drives.
The three are Simon Gelleret, 23, sho wishes to
study fine arts; Nikolaus Gyore, 20. K ho wishes to
study economies; and Steven Dal yid, 19, who desires to study engineering.
The Hungarian students proposal clan:lived an afternoon filled u it h surprises 111.41 t1161’ (.111111111
rest’ reed its original stand and
swat against the ree ttttt mendshook tins.-. Ti..’ delegates had
tkin
the At
Aah 14Iory
included 5.115 as at spevial point
rd in granting the Judo
In their trip around the I lilted
Team $450 he, c
pete in the
States.
A.S1 (Mats this nionth III Ha"The need for text and refer- waii.
ence books in Korean colleges is
In addition, tile Council reestill urgent," according to Marvin ornmentied to the Student Court
Del Chiaro, book drive chairman. that it ask Senior Justice John
"More than 3.600.000 students Sellers to resign from office on
lack books for study."
the grounds of non-feasance. SelDel Chiaro pointed out that 25 lers has not attended the last
per cent of all classrooms and four Court meetings, the Council
buildings were destroyed during asserted. In another surprise move
the Korean War, including 571 the Council recinded its approval
college buildings and 1600 college of the resignation of Chief Justice
classrooms. In addition. 50 per Gary Clarke. pending Sellers’ relicent ()I 11r101c of all teachers and ’grunion. Clarke wishes to resign
professors were killed or captured because of outside work, student
by the Communists. Ninety per teaching observations, and a heavy
cent of the libraries were com- study load.
pletely destroyed.
The Rally Committee was dealt
Ilt.1.11 is a heavy blow when the Council
Korea’s hhrizo41
for volumes on general science, froze the committee’s budget at
engineering.
phar- $1900, leaving the group with only
medicine,
macy, mathematics, law, his- $43.23 in petty cash for the rest
tory, peliticid science, econom- of the school year. The Council
kn, agricultiire and forestry. took retributive action on the
These hooks are needed most, basis of what it called "a not too
conscientious job of handling exDel Chlaro said.
Any appropriations
Also, needed ere English and penditures."
American titernfiire texts. Light which the Rally Committee makes
fiction, mystery stories and books must be approved by a two-thirds
published before 1945 should not vote of the Council.
The Judo expenditure by the
be contributed, Del (7hiaro said
approved by the
because shipping costs are prohib- Council must be
Board of Control. Council approvitive.
al of the request took nearly two
Pending approval of the Student hours. and resulted finally in ASH
Activities Board, the fraternity President Ray Freeman stating
will place book receptacles near that he "seriously doubted that
the Home Economics Building, the Board would
Pass the allotStudent Union entrance. Outer ment."
Quad, south entrance to the BusiHowever, the team was adness Wing, north entrance to the vised to make resemations, beScience wing and the Library cause the CI)11111.11 might (Is erarch.
ride the Board’s veto nest Wednesday. The judoists agreed to
make arrangisitentii, with resignation. "We are heicizers and
base no choice." is the IV (I y Mel
team put
Augustine, of the
It. Ile revealed also that the
A contest for a cover design team has been trying to raise
of the Campus Directory of money on Its own.
Churches and Religious Groups la
Tuisilay, the Athletic Advisory
now under way, according to Board failed to apprise the judo
Lynne Burton, directory commit- request u.n the grounds that the
tee chairman.
Council has never appropriated
A prize of $10 will be awarded any money for teams to compete
for the winning design.
in AAU competition.

Tau Dells Reque.st
Books for Koreans

BOOKS FOR KOREABecause of the urgent need fair text and
reference books in Korean colleges, Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, will start a drke M
Ie,y. The drive will continue until April 12.

IFC OKs Social
Council Proposal

NO. 105

Board of Control permitting, three Hungarian
refugees will become SJS students within the semester as a result of a Student Council resolution
yesterday underwriting the cost of sending the
three students here until June, 19511. A special
Board meeting will be called today.
The three, now housed at Camp Kilmer, N.J.,

41’is

Aspirants Hold
Meeting Today

‘

Student Council Votes
To Sponsor Refugees

Mal

at six universities throughout the
United States.
Dr. Meyer joined the faculty
last September after teaching
at Florida State University and
Wells College. She was graduated from Columbia UnIveraity
with a Ph.D. degree. Dr. Meyer
teaches classes in Introductory
Philosophy, Basic Logic, and
Philusophy of Religion.
Dr. Zink came to San Jose State
in 1955. He received his B.A. degree from American University,
his M.A. degree from the Uni- ,

The last of the underground
utility lines for the new, administration and classroom buildings
is now being laid, according to
John Amos. director of buildings
and grounds.
The line, a gas pipe, is being
cut under the ground into the
boiler plant. According to Amos,
the line Should be completed by
Tuesday.
This will make way for the construction crews to lay the concrete and get the pavement in order as soon as the ground above
the pipes is cleaned.
"This is the last of the digWatercolors by Leon Amyx, SJS
gings as far as the utilities are graduate and present head of Fine
Arts division at Hartnett College,
concerned," Amos said.
are on exhibit in the Reserve
Book Room.
The one-man show will continue
until April 27. Amyx has taught
watercolor and painting here for
the last two summers.
The exhibit is being brought
The 63 students who applied for
candidacy in the April 30-May 1
general election will meet today
at 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union
to discuss campaign procedures,
An unofficial OK on the Social
according to Gary Clarke, student Chairman’s Council proposal to
court chief Justice.
set up a social calendar for easier
the name of Carol Crisler was
added to the list of candidates for
female representative at large
just before deadline time Tuesday,
and consequently was not included
in the SPARTAN DAILY roundup of applicants yesterday. Clarke
said.
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Philosophers
Are Panelists

Underground
Utility Lines
Now Complete

Spring al last!
The westhrm.in says it’s time to get the
togs und suntan toold
m- for a "satin"
hoe le fiS swan
it
for to be predicts,
dayi.
There N111
be, from 7
.ligfitisuritwri, ads toward
eseaing."
A
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Professor Elmo A. Robinson,
chairman of the Philosophy Department, will lead a Centennial
symposium tonight on "One Hundred Years of Philosophy in California" at 8 o’clock in the Concert Hall of the Music Building.
Appearing on the panel with
Professor Robinson will be two
assistant professors of philosophy,
Dr. Marilyn Meyer and Dr. Sidney Zink. Dr. Elmer H. Staffelbach, professor of education, will
serve as moderator.
The three philosophers will
review the history of the teaching of philosophy in California
colleges and universities during
the past century as the Philosophy Department’s cuntributien
to the Centennial lecture series.
The series Is 111)(41 to the public; the program tonight includes ti tttt for a question period.
Professor Robinson has been a
member of the college faculty for
29 years. He is a graduate of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and St. Lawrence l’niverads/. He has done graduate work

Suntan Weather

atteut

Dr. Bhaskura Rao, former Inatruetor of Oriental studies,
State University of Iowa, speaks
today at 3:30 p.m in the Old
Little Th;etter. All students are
invited to his talk, "Contemporairs Student life in India."

immediate acquisition of sites for
five more state colleges in the following counties: Kern, San Bernardion-Riverside area, San Mateo, Contra Costa, and a second
school for the Sonoma-Marin-Napa-Solano area.

Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, Monday begins an e4tensive drive to collect
books for Korean college students
at the request of the Korean American Scholarship Committee
and the college administration.
The drive will continue until April 12.
Early in the fall semester, 5.I5
nos sisited by a delegation of
Indonesian educators who es pressed appreciation for the 96
hoses of hooks colltsded by the
Tower fraternity In a previous

Campus Rally
Group Makes
Confab Plans

pleased with the way cadets handled themselves during the inspection in ranks and in the review.
Col. Schmidt commented favorably on the cooperation between
The Rally Committee adjournthe ROTC unit, the faculty, administration and President Wahl- ed early yesterday to allow committee members to discuss plans
quist.
for the coming High School Rally
Convention. Overall plans for the
41
convention will be formulated at
next Wednesday’s meeting, according to Ted.Temakis, vice president.
Students from 54 high schools
Coeds from Ivy Hall won the
of the immediate Bay Area have
contest for the most Lyke magbeen invited to attend the conazines sold yesterday, according
vention, which will be held here
to Joel Saffron, business manaApril 27. Twelve colleges also have
ger.
been invited to send students to
More than 70 girls from nine observe the convention. Terzakis
independent houses donated their estimates 1000 students will partime to sell the magazine. Nancy ticipate.
Barber, Diane MacDonald, Peggy
Jeri Bullock, head song girl, anPatrick and Margaret Fregosl nounced that she
will attend the
were the four top saleswomen, ac- remaining Rally Committee meetcording to Saffron.
ings during the semester to assist
A few copies of the magazine any candidates for song girl poare still available in the Spartan sitions. Song girl elections are
Shop and the Student Activities planned for the latter part of
Office,
May.

vy G
L ke Contest

Contemporary Dancers
To Give Free Concerts

present monthly concerts, have a
school and established scholarship
fund for aspiring young dancers.
Dances based on Romeo and Juliet and Sophoeles’ "Electra" will
highlight the concert. "Mother
Was A Piltdown Man" also is to
be presented as a comedy of absurdities.
.1. Marks, choreographer-director of the Contemporary Dancers,
This San Francisco group are will present a master lesson in
young professional dancers who modern dance to seven Northern
California colleges here at 5.113
on Saturday morning. This portion of the day’s activities will not
be open to the public.
The Contemporary Dancers of
San Francisco are presenting two
identical dance concerts Saturday
in the College Theater as part of
the Women’s Physical Education
Department and Women’s Athletic Association’s contribution to the
Centennial celebration. The programs will begin at 2 p.m. and
7 p.m. They are open to the public admission free.

Music Lit Croup
Hears Prof’s Talk

The Music Literature class will
have a lecture program today on
nationalism in romantic musi c.
Thomas Ryan, associate professor
of music, will lecture and illustrate his discussion with piano
music by Chopin, Grieg, Albeniz,
and others.

The class is at 11:30 a.m. In the
IKE RAPS RUMORS
Concert Hall of the Music BuildWASHINGTON
President
ing. Everyone is invited.
Eisenhower yesterday announced
as "rot" reports that he is preparing to step out of office and
turn the reins of government over
to Vice President Richard M. NixThe second of the diphtheriaon.
tetanus shot series will be given
ISRAELITES PURSUE ARABS
today, according to the Health
ISRAEL Israeli
officials 1- Office. The Shots will he given
nounced that "large security
In the Health Office, Room 31,
forces" moved almost to the Jordan border today in pursuit of from 9 a.m. to In a.m., and
Fedayeen Arab commandos I who from 2 11.111 to 1 p.m.
ambushed an Israeli police patrol,

Shots Today

Directory Contest
To Feature ’Prize

Airs Cuild Show
Jim Ahern, Radio-TV major, is
in charge of tonight’s Radio Guild
Presentation, to he aired over Radio KEEN at 9:05 p.m.
Music from Broadway shows
and top films of the hour will be
featured.

Minister To Talk
To Charming Club
The Rev. Sidney Peterman
talk on "Myths, Legends a n d
Learning" at the Charming Club ,
meeting Sunday at 7:45 p.m. at
the First Unitarian Church, 160
N. 3rd St.
His talk Will be followed by a
group discussion of the problems
Croshavi, is principle.
MODERN DANCE CONCERT SIT
of Integrating man’s new Klandancer with the Contemporary Dancers of San Francisco, will aptifk knowledge with past know- pear here sith the San Francisco group on Saturday in concerts to
ledge and beliefs.
be gien at 2, and 7 p.m. in the Unttere Theater.

Spartanaibi Cs
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EDITORIAL

Stuart Inman Will Be an Asset to SJS
The Athletic Department has made a wise decision in hiring the
Services of one Stuart Inman as freshman basketball and track coach
foe nest year.
Inman has all the attributes of a good coach: the knack for turning out winning teams together with the ability to gain the respect
and admiration of his players and the fans.
There is little doubt about his ability as a basketball player. Fans
who watched him on the San Jose State court from 1947-50 will give
testimony to th’s. As a forward on the Spartan quintet in 1949, he
set a new single gam, scoring record with 32 points, and a new
seasonal record with 521 points. In addition, he holds the three-year
total points mark with 1333.
Inman’s coaching talents were demonstarted with successful
seasons at Madera Hrgh School and later at Roosevelt High School
in Fresno.
But it was in the 1954-55 season as head cage mentor at Santa
Ana College that hr gained wide recognition. In that season, only
his second at the junior college, Inman gave the fans something for
which they almost had given up hopea winning team.
A 14-1 I season’s record in itself may not seem exceptionally impressive. But considering it was the first time in modern history that
a Santa Ana College basketball team had a better than .500 season
it takes on a greater significance. This rec or d, incidentally, was
amassed with a starting team that averaged less than six feet in
height, and three of the five were freshmen.
lemon’s ability to assimilAte himself quickly to a new environment is another point in his favor. In two years at Orange Coast
College he developed the finesse in his players that enabled the club
this past season to tie for the Eastern Confernce championship.
With Inman at the helm, fans can look forward to some dynamic
freshman basketball at San Jose State next season.
W.T.

awit and Parry

Anti-Diserimination
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Yesterday I made a phone call
to the person who advertised, in
the classified section of the
SPARTAN DAILY dated March
27, an apartmept for rent. The
person to whom I talked seemed
very willing to rent his property.
Then the inevitable:
I asked him if he rented to
colored students. His replay was.
"Yes, everyone in the building is
a college student." Seeing that
he had misunderstood the question, I had to repeat it. This time
he understood’ and was vein/
prompt in delivering to me an
emphatic, "Nit"
Do you think that I was surprised to receive that answer because this was not the first time’
this type of incident has happened. Your classified section has
been sery instrumental in leading me and others into repeat
performances of this situation.
What is this, a directed lab section in segregation practices? If
so, then the lecture section of this
course should be offered because
I am curious as to what my reaction should be.
On the other hand, since it is
the privilege of property owners
to rent their property to whbmever they desire. I do not think

It rorth my time to make an
appeal to them. Even if I did, I
am afraid that my accomplishments would be few.
I cannot effectisely alt rick I he
managers of apartment buildings
and rooming houses. Therefore I
must attack you, the staff of our
student newspaper I am quite
sure that your intention is not
to advertise for those who discriminate, but ituch is your practice. It Is not necessary for our
DAILY staff to solicit or accept
funds from those persons who so
openly practice discrimination.
After all, the SPARTAN DAILY
is an official organ of the student
body, and should serve the better
Interests of same. Being a member of the student body, I must
assert that your leading me into
situations which sometimes prove
quite embarrassing is quite contrary to my interests.
I am hoping that you will check
into this matter in the near future so that incidents of this
nature eats be avoided. If you find
such an investigation impossible,
then I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your
leads. They have led me to face
one big sign which reads, DISCRIMINATION.
William R. Black;
ASH 6587

Unique Spartan City Residents Share Problems. Economic, Social and Scholastic

By TOM BRIVFIN
Spartan City is a unique part
of San Jose State College. In this
housing facility for married veterans attending SJS live more
than 160 families, each sharing
many of the same economic, social
and scholastic problems.
Spartan City is located east and
west of the football stadium. In
west Spartan City live veterans
with children or wives who expect babies imminently. The east
provides three room apartments
for married vets with no income
tax deductions. THE CHILDREN
Children in west Spartan City
range from new born babies to
teenagers. Until recently, a family
NOW
APPEARING
DINAH
WASHINGTON
COMING:
ERROL
GARDNER
Sw,day Jam
3 to
7 P.M.

of foe youngsters lived there,
, This has been the top family
numerically since the village was
founded in 1946.
If you think that toddlers don’t
have their own fads and customs,
a look at Spartan City’s current
crop would change your mind.
Right now no self-respecting three
year old resident would think of
using the swings in a conventional
manner. It just is not’ done. The
present style calls for swinging
on ones stomach with feet and
head hanging approximately the
same distance from the ground.
If the children of SJS vets had
livented the English language
the most frequent letter would be
either "p" or "k". The words the
tots make up sound like "pok",
"koop", "puk" and "pak." "Pak"
is something especially bad. The
little ones every now and then
point at an imaginary figure and
say, "Get away from here. pak."
Mothers, when they come to take
children home are surprised to
find that they are one of the
unwanted "paks" and are told to
keep away in no uncertain terms.
FILLING SAND ROX
Recently,
the Spartan City
Council decided to put clean sand
in the sand boxes which dot the

surrounding yard. The pre-school
group appreciated this very much.
When trucks came to put in the
sand it was accompanied by
twenty half-pint supervisors, all
of whom carefully inspected the
workmen, measured, with their
eyes, the amount of sand put into
each box and climbed all over the
trucks.
After the sand was in, the little
supervisors decided that boxes
were no place for sand, anyway,
and carried it under their porches.
Needless to say, the city’s sand
boxes are again sandless.
When the kids, as they call
each other, get around 2i,i
years old,
it’s time to go adventiering. That means to go
outside the gate. In the kid’s
set, "You ain’t within’ till you
been out the gate without permission." One little. girl, less
than three, Wait found more
than ten blocks from home after her adventuring.
Spartan City has a waiting list
of 195 students, all married vets
or all most. There have been cases
of veterans putting their application in before they got married.
The two-story units, in west
Spartan City, were moved here
from Richmond. Calif., in the fall
of 1946. East City’s one-story units
came from Vallejo later the same
year. At first the housing units
were operated by the federal government hut were transferred to
the state in 1951.
Thee city is completely selfsupporting and rules under
is kWh the apartments operate.
slate that expenditures cannot
exceed Income. At present the
city Is undergoing an extensive
rennosation program. New porhots have been met tip on the
%%est Spartan (’ity Apartments
and new sidings, either of asOrestes shingle or stucco have
been proposed for both sections’,
.iceortiling tip Neal Cronin, housing manager.
EN HELP WIVES
The City has its own customs.
One thing different from most
communities is the amount of help
wives get from their student husbands. It is a usual sight at the
city to see men !tutting out and
taking down laundry. Men are
also frequently pressed into hat*

’sitting service.
There are .more pleasant customs. One that illustrates the cooperation of the city families, is
the practice of inviting upstairs
or downstairs neighbors to all
parties.
Another example of helpfulness, is the assistance families
moving in or out of apartments
get Irons their neighbors. If too
men struggle up a stair with a
refrigerator they are sure to
be offered aid, not only the
moral satiety hut physical help
RS Well If a car stalls In the
parking lot a push will be gisen
In short order.
ECONOMIC JUGGLING
Men in the city do everything
from sorting soda bottles to tracing people who skip out on their
debts. Wives work, in some cases
(with the children deposited in a
nursery) while hubby goes to
school. Another method is for the
wife to work at night while the
old man takes care of Junior and
also tries to study.
In a typical ten unit building
the work schedule is like this:
two students have full time jobs,
one works days and goes to school
nights, the other does the opposite; three men are student
teachers; two have part-time jobs;
three are looking for part time
work and the other two apparently aren’t planning to work this
semesterthey don’t know about
next year though.
In the 1141111ft building use’
wives work full time, tut’ part.
time and two of the other three
are expecting a %Nit from the
stork. As you can see, Spartan
City Is a hard working community.
At 9 p.m. mothers have their
children down, as they say. (I’ve
always wanted to ask "down
what?" but so far have refrained)
And quiet descends on West Spartan City.
It seems like a small town after
midnight. There is little traffic
on Seventh street. no children are
crying, and the lights of many
apartments are out. The quiet
time is when homework is being
done, when clot hers are mended,
or when women are attending
their sewing clubs, where nothing
is mending, least of all clothes.

Pro-niscrimination
Dear Thrust and Parry:
In the past few weeks, the
SPARTAN DAILY has run many
articles concerning the problem
of discrimination. Most of the articles have been leveled against
social organizations, namely the
fraternities and sororities. Out of
embarassment, I suppose, the
social organizations have not
stated their standings on the situation. In this article I will try
to state the exact issue at hand
and what questions must be decided upon.
The fraternities and sororities
are social groups and the questions of economic equality, equal
employment rights, recognition
for accomplishments, integration
into schools, etc., do not enter
Into the problem.
A social group is one in which
men and women associate, partake of the same activities, go on
dates, etc.: social activities involve
associations between ,men and
women. When a boy and girl like
each other they often neck ana
perhaps eventually get married.
If members of minority groups
such as Negroes are admitted into
these social organizations, they
will, as all members will, participate in all of the activities of
the organization.
So I say to the sorority girls,
if you are willing to date and
neck with Negrges, if you desire
to have a colored husband and
colored children, then eliminate
discrimination clauses from your
constitutions. To the fraternity
men I say, if you do not mind
having your lady friends become
intimate with Negroes, then bar
none from your ranks. To the
minority group I say, state yout,.
purpose or your ultimate goal’
and do not evade the issue.
Many will say that I am prejudiced or ignorant, but I believe
the issue has been stated clearly
and completely and only a decision remains to be made.
ASB 7153
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Dort just sit there!
You’ll enjoy today’s copy of this publication
much more if you’ll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
(Naturally, we’d be happier, tool)
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The Centennial barbecue, on,
of the special activities plann(d
for the Festival In May, will ti
held at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds Exposition Hall, and
will include entertainment and informal dancing.

15%
DISCOUNT
With Your
ASS CARD

SO??
They’re finally here . . .
Steigs new numbers . . .
Come and see them
at
277 E. SAN FERNANDO
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The Store With The College Editestien"

Seniors... Make a date with tomorrow
If you are graduating in Science, Engineering, Business Administration
Or allied Subjects, now is the time to get the facts on exceptional
Opportunities at North Amer can Aviation.

Where the planes nf the future
Cr. being created right now.

Where missiles that can mustier
space are already under way.

FIND OUT ABOUT YOUR PROSPECTS WITH THE COMPANY
WHERE TOMORROW’S METHODS ARE BEING PUT INTO PRACTICE
TODAY. SEE OUR COLLEGE RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
APRIL 8, 1957

You will find that the opportunity for a man to realize his full
potential is an essential part of the way we operate at North
American. The company is active in the most advanced
fields of technology. Our leadership is maintained by doing
successfully what has never been done before. North Amen.
can has continuously delivered the world’s outstanding
airplanes.
Now you can participate in the most exciting projects of all:
hypersonic aircraft and missiles, systems that control,
guide and navigate themselves, and rocket power for space.
Both technical and executive ability are at a premium.
CONTACT YOUR PIACEMENT OFFICE NOW ... for appointment with the North American representative who will be
able to give you full details of the career opportunities in
these fields.

You’ll make a big hit with that
spccial girl of yours with a very
special choice in flowers.

OR WRITE: Mr. D. R. Zook, Director of re.rsonnel Services,
Dept. Col, North Arnertuari Aviation, lire., Los 11,,grlr’i /15,

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
BOTILFD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE

2nd and San Fernando

CY 2-8312

Styles

5 P.M. to 1 A.M.

(C30
III

delicious
styles

Spaghetti
Lasagna All
Gnocchi
Ravioli
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Woman Donates Over 13.000 Pennies To Museum
SAGINAW. Mich. (UP) Mrs. Mary Frances Ifumpril. a natural-,
ized citizen. read of plans for a new American Museum of Immigration
to be built ’at the base of the Statue of Liberty and decided to contribute a penny foreach day she had been living in this country -since Nov. 17, 1920. In return for her contribution, she received a
certificate naming her "a master builder" of the museum.

.X11 announcements should he
1st the sl’AILTAN DAILY office
:30 p.m. on the day prior to
publiration.

SpaZtanaiiii

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.*

Los Angeles, Canna Pare, Downey, Catitornie
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NCAA Ringfest Opens Tonight
Four Spartans on Card
- Show Slate For First
Round Bouts
NOW PLATING
St peed

of ell Fiction legend Lies!

"THE TRUE STORY OF
JESSE JAMES"
Robt Wagner
Jeff Hunter phis
"WOMEN OF PITCAIRN IS."

STUDIO
Dean
Walter
tviartin
Slezak
AnnaMarie Alberghetti
"TEN THOUSAND
BEDROOMS"
Plus

Betty Davis
in
"STORM CENTER"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Marlon
irrondo

N.chin+e
Key
in

Glenn
Ford

"TEA HOUSE OF THE
AUGUST MOON"
DLit

"DAKOTA INCIDENT"
Linde Darnall

Dal

Robrtson

MAYFAIR
NOW AT REGULAR PRICES!
Marlow
Nachilio
Glenn
Brndo
Kyo
Ford
in

"TEA HOUSE OF THE
AUGUST MOON"

EL

RANCHO

Ann. Sailer

Chailecton Hetton in

"THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE"
plus
"MEN IN WAR"
Robed Ryan Aldo Ray

OW NI FE10 irr 0

dry.

"PRIVATE PROGRESS"
The Funniest British Comedy since
You’ll laugh horn the
-Gnvive.first scene end never stop’ Added
"GODS OF THE ROAD" plus
"LAND OF THE BIKE"

SAI2ATOGA
Mt41001 T-31/31’its
The show that cannot
be shown in San Jose.
Adults

LOUIE

By DON BECKER
The nation’s best college boxers collide tonight in opening round
action of the NCAA ring championships at Pocatello, Idaho.
Six SpartansBob Tafoya, 119 lbs.: Pete Cisneros, 125 lbs.;
Nick Akana, 132 lbs.; Welvin Stroud, 139 lbs.; Al Julian, 147 lbs.;
and Stu Rubine, 156 lbs. are entered in the tourney.
At least four of the local battlers will see action tonight, according to the latest pairing announcements. Tafoya will mist Nevada’s
Sam Macias; Cisneros takes on
Harvey Lancour of Michigan than the five champions they had
State; Stroud faces Bill Maloney In the PCIs.
of Washington State and Julian
In tonight’s action, two of the
goes against Bill Haynes of Idaho four Spartans must be rated as
State.
underdogs. Nevada’s Sam Macias
Akana and Rubine have not as won a tight decision over Bobby
yet been assigned foes for tonight. Tafoya in their last meeting durA possibility exists that they may ing the regular season. Tafoya
draw byes until tomorrow eve- lost to Idaho State’s Bob Abeyta
at the PCIs and he, in turn, was
ning’s semi-final card.
As a team, the locals do not decisioned by Macias in the finals
figure to be in contention for the of that tourney.
If Tafoya can win tonight, he
team title. Idaho State. which won
the PCI’s with relative ease, is stands a good chance of going all
an overwhelming favorite to dom- the way.
Al Julian faces a rugged experiinate the national picture.
enced foe hi Bill Haynes of Idaho
San Jose, however, could win
State. The Bengal slugger was
the runner-up position just as they
narrowly defeated by Bob Cow of
did in the PCI’s. The Pacific
Cal Poly for the PCI 147 lb. title
Coast. this year the national focal
in Sacramento. At Pocatello, he
point of collegiate boxing strength,
figures to be tough. Julian can be
is tabbed by most ring followers expected to put up a good battle.
to win a majority of the individual
A win for him would not be rated
titles. Michigan State and Wisas a startling upset. Bob Cow will
consin, normally national powerbe waiting for him if he gets by
houses, were both vanquished by
Haynes. Cow has twice defeated
the locals and are not as strong
Julian.
as in previous years.
Welvin Stroud is expected to
The prospective San Jose run- defeat Bill Maloney of WSC. He
ner-up finish is not then merely has handled the chore twice bewishful thinking. The local en- fore. Ron Rail of Idaho State and
trants will have to be at their John Butler of Michigan State
best.
are the tough ones for Stroud to
A factor going against the San beat. He will probably face one
Jose contingent will be the highly or the other tomorrow barring an
partisan crowd in Pocatello. Nat- upset tonight.
urally, it will be almost to a man
The Pete Cisneros-Harvey LanIn vociferous support of the Idaho cour 125 lb. conflict can only be
State entries. The Bengals, by the called a tossup. Cisneros deway, have a,man entered in every cisioned Lancour here earlier this
weight division.
year, but the bout was mighty
At Sacramento, for the PCIs, close. Provided Cisneros can once
the crowd was largely non-parti- again dispose of the fast moving
san, thus affording the opportun- Lancour, he still will have to face
ity for more objective judging. Cyril Okamoto of Idaho State.
This wil not be the case in Poca- Okamoto is reportedly greatly
tello. It wil not be surprising if ir.ed over his loss to Cisneros for
the Bengals turn up with more th PCI crown.

ROCHEMONT

ANIMAL- IOWA
.11, TECHNICOLOR

t;07(1151;F:’ MI it ELL’S PrOlenml Ror.l-X11

Sat.
BRIDALS
and
FORMALS
Rentals and Sales
Casual Dresses end Accessories.
Quality Merchandise, ledges Prices.
Dross Designer here fo help you.
National Charge Eau
855 W. Sao Carlos
CV 54061

ATO, DU Tonight
For Frat Crown

Alpha Tau Omega and Delta
Upsilon will battle tonight for the
Intramural
Fraternity
League
round robin championship in the
Spartan Gym beginning at 7:30
p.m.
Both teams have been in a nearconstant deadlock for first place
in the league since the beginning
of the season and remain undefeated, both with 8-0 win -loss records.
However, both teams plus the
third and fourth place fives will
be entered in next Wednesday
night’s playoffs.
Here is how the Intramural
League champ is to be determined.
Next Wednesday night four
games will be played to determine
second round qualifiers for Thursday night’s three games, which
will deteimine the Independent
representatives and the Fraternity
representatives. These two quintets will meet Friday night for
"the works."
Wednesday night - - Pi Kappa
Alpha vs. the Bruins, 6:30 o’clock;
Tap-A -Keg -Five vs. the Sparvets,
7:30 o’clock; first place finisher
in the Fraternity League vs. the
third place five, 8:30 p.m,; and
the second place squad vs. the
fourth place team in thc Fraternity League, 9:30 o’clock.
Thursday night --the losers of
Wednesday’s 8:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. contests will meet in a consolation game at 6:30 p.m.; winners of Wednesday’s Fraternity
League games will meet at 9:30

San Jose Health Club
ONE YEAR FREE!
re,Its e, not oblno,c1
within 60 cleys.

If these

GAIN
3" oe your CHEST
2" on your ARMS
2" on your LEGS
IS lbs. WEIGHT

43"
315

REDUCE
on your WAM
on your HIPS
on your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
Don’t become dull because of lack of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
Health Club. 413 E. Santa Clara Street,
CY 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.

GUARANYSID
or your
MONEY
BACK

o’clock: and the winners of Thursday night’s independent games
will square off at 8 p.m.
Frida y -- the Independent
League and Fraternity League
champs will meet at 8 p.m. for
the Intramural title.
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUES
TEAM
W
I.
Pi Kappa Alpha
0
9
Tap-A -Keg -Five
1
8
Tau Delta Phi
7
2
Green Squad
5
4
internationals
4
5
SCCE’s
5
4
Phantom Five
3
6
Fighting Five
7
2
Chi Pi Sigma
1
fi
Red Sox’s
8
1
INTER-COAST LEAGUE*
TEAM
W
L
Sparvets
1
8
Bruins
6
3
Newman Club
5
3
Dugout Dandies
5
4
IFT’s
5
4
Esquires
4
4
Tappa Nug Keg
3
6
Theta Chi
3
6
Baker Hall Five
2
7
Spartan Chi
2
7
*League round robin is completed.
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
TEAM
Alpha Tau Omega
it
Delta Upsilon
Sigma Chl
7
Sigma Nu
4
Theta Xi
4
Delta Sigma Phi
4
Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 3
Kappa Tau
2
Phi Sigma Kappa
2
Lambda Chl Adpha

0
2
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
8
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Grid Schedule 1.1C Nine Nips
Has Alteration Freshmen, 7-4

San Diego State’s footballers
will play San Jose State on Oct.
19, instead of the previous scheduled night of Nov. 22 which is the
Spartans’ open date, Athletic director W. V. Ittabbard, announced
Monday.
The complete 1957 grid slate
now reads:
Sept. 21 -at Stanford
Sept. 27--at Denver
Oct. S --Arizona State
Oct. 12at Oregon
Oct. 19San Diego State
Oct. 26No. Texas State
Nov. 2at Cal Poly
Nov. 9COP
Nov. 16at Fresno State
Nov. 22- Open
Nov 30 at I! of Hawaii

EASY, POLIZZISpartan jar plin flipper (’limb Poli,z1 fires 14%1 ay
nwet a Ills the SSII FranIn practice in preparation for Sri
cisco Olympic Club and the Santa Claris Youth Center. Polizil hit
iigainst Stanford for his best effort this
the 202 ft. mark last
season.

Thinclads Ready
For Tough Test
By RANDIE E. POE
The potentially formidable San run with Zellers.
Former Occidental ace Ed Shinn
Francisco Olympic Club and. the
not-so-fortnidable Santa Clara adds spark to the, "Winged 0"
Youth Center might help deter- attack in the middle distances.
mine the strength of the SJS Shinn reeled off a :49.1 effort in
track team in the triangular meet the 440 against Stanford.
at Spartan Field Saturday.
Spartan Coach Bud Winter
will IMP !sprinter Rim Giardina
TO date, the Spartans’ record
In the quart ermile. Glardlois
Isn’t worrying UCLA, USC or
pulled a Ii:unstring muscle curCal, whom the locals nieet at
bs the quarternille- Giardina
Berkeley next week. Vast Imlier in the year and WM sive his
provements has,’ been made.
Initial action Saturday. iie is a
howeser. and at least seven lo:9.9 wrinter.
cal thinciads has,. already topped their previous best performLes Bittner. a 220 ft. flinger.
ances.
leads the Olympic Club’s javelinSaturday’s showing should al- ists, although his teammate, John
low spectators to better appraise Bugge. is not far behind at 216
ft.
San Jose State’s muscles.
San Francisco’s Olympic Club
The Spartans employ Chuck Pohas top-drawer talent in almost lizzi, who might be finding himevery event.
self after a 202 ft. toss last week.
Their highjampIng duo Ernie Shelton. es -(’MC NCAA
champ, and Bernie Allard, forwUl
mer Notre Dame kingpin
leap with any cons’s In the
CONN t ry.
Three pole vaulters, Red Barnes,
The Freshman swimmers lost a
Bill Flint, and John Whalen, also dual meet Tuesday to James Lick
will garner points in most meets. High School 58-19 but Spartan
The Olympic Club employs Bill Augenstein picked up a pair
Bumper Watson (ex -Florida) and of first places in the losing efKeith Brownsberger (ex -Stan- fort.
ford) in the splints, and Tod LewAugenstein won the ’200 yard
is (ex-Yale) in the lox:aril:imp.
freestyle and the 150 yard IndiThey offer Lowell Zellers, who vidual medley against the high
ham knocked dawn a 4:17 mile schiyolers. Lorne Brown nabbed a
thin season, in the distance second spot for. the Spartan yearevents. The Spartans’ Wen Bond lings in the 100 yard butterfly
will lune ill he in top shape to event and fresismn Brtit Finley
placed second in the 100 yard back
stroke.

Lick SI% immers
Top Frw-11. 58-19

Alumni Makes
Plans for Ski
Organization
Plans are being laid tor the
formation of a San Jose State
Alumni Ski Club, according to
Peggy Major, secretary of t he
Assn.
A questionnaire has been mailed
to many alumni in the immediate
area requesting their interest in
such a plan. The early returns of
the questionnaire have shown
great enthusiasm for such a club.
It is probable that the Alumni
Board of Directors will vote its
approval at the April 8 meeting.
Research is also being carried
out in respect to the establishment
of an Alumni Ski Lodge, according to Miss Major. If established.
the lodge facilities would be available to Alumni and students alike.

ROAST BEEF
85‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSLA
545 S. 2nd St.

Spartan cport4

Hours 7 A.M. to 9

San Jose Junior College nine
turned back a visiting SJS Fresh
baseball team yesterday afternoon
by a 7-4 score with pitcher Julio
Escamilla giving up only one run
in the first eight innings, according to State coach Bill Gustafson
John Jurivich was SJS’ leading
hitter with a triple in two hits
and a pair of rbi’s. Larry Williams
was the losing pitcher.

STOKE’S
LEADING TAMALE
PARLOR
FEATURING SPANISH
FOOD TO TAKE HOME
CT 4-teSe
53 N. FIRST

Bourbon’s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT
CYpress 5-1767

378 W. Santa Clara St.
E. DALMON

NEW
SHIPMENTS
This Week at

Mosher’s
SPORTSIIIRTS
Ivy League Styling
from

5395

BATHING SUITS from
S-T-R-E-T -C-II BELTS
REPP TIES

’495
’2"
’2"

REDUCED TO COST and BELOW
Van Heusen
DRESS SHIRTS
Oatmeal
Charcoal,
Blue,
DENIMS
Sizes are limited!
Hurry

moler’s for men
121 S. 4th ST. ( Down the Alley)

A Perfect Rondevue
and PIZZA
The charming, intimate nature of this hideaway has
long been a favorite meeting place for SJS undergraduates.

Wh yhas it enjoyed so much success?

The deli-

cious Italian foods prepared and the friendly efficient
service provided are but two of many, many reasons.
Music also is yours while you cut for but u
NICKEL on their 5c juke box.

SAN REMOS
Willow St., off Almaden

CYpress 4-4009

pi KA

maim

-
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SJS Students Attend _Annual
Radio Engineers Conference
More than 350 students from , 1:00-2:30 p.m. Tours and exhibSJS, University of California and its of the l’.C. engineering facilStanford are expected to Partici- ities.
pate in the second annual Institute
2:30-5:15 p.m. Professor John R.
of Radio Engineers Joint Student Whinnery will deliver the opening
Conference on the U.0 campus address and introduce the master
toda), beginning at 12 noon. High- of ceremonies. John McCullough.
light of the conference will be an chairman of the San Francisco
-Open House" by the U.C. Engine- section of the IRE.
ering Department.
The joint meeting, which is free
and open to the public, will feature
four guest speakers in sales, military electronics, personnel and
manaisement, and research a n ii
Placement inters iews will conde% einpment engineering.
tinue tomorrow in the Placement
A dinner is planned in the even_ Dries). Room 100. Details, and aping at 6 o’clock after which a pointments are available in that
joint meeting will take place with ’ office.
the East Flay Sub -section of the
Interviews to be held tomorrow
IRE. Two technical papers will be
are:
presented at this time.

The guest speakers for the day
are: Jack Ingersoll of Neely Enterprises; Admiral Charles Jay
Singleton, head of the U.C. Engineering Extension: W.W. Harger technical director of Beckman
Instruments and W. Bruce Wholey,
project engineer at Hewlett-Packard.

PLACEMENT CORNER

Free tickets for the event are
Montgomery W a r d. Oakland,
available from I R E students I from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for
branch officers in Rooms E102 or cangidates for retail and accountE103.
ing management positions.
The agenda is as follows:
Army Audit Agency, San Fran12:00-1:00 p.m. Motion pictures,
cisco, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"Type
Hall.
in Room 247. Cory
for accounting graduates for audiSpeaks" and "Horizon Unlimited.tor trainees and for a special program in conjunction with the Stanford Graduate School of Business.
and for Junior accounting students
for summer work.

Eastern Educator
Is Skeptical Over
Quiz Show Craze

TEACHER PLACEMENT
Several school districts will hold
teacher placement interviews next
vveek in the Placement Office. A
number of others are now accept Inc applications for teaching Vacancies. Details, appointments and
application forms are available in
the Placement Office.

SENIORS REGISTER
Graduating seniors planning to
enter the armed services immediately after graduation in June
should register with the Placement
Service, even if they will not be
available for jobs in June, according to Dr. Edward W. Clements,
placement officer,
Even if a *nior must enter the
military service, Dr. Clements said.
his placement file is permanent
and can be used by the student
after his military service.

Pre-Med Club Couples In Swing With Spring Season;
Tours Hospital Announce Pinnings, Engagement, Wedding
Pathology Lab
HT
The engagement of Jayne
Wright to Tom Lasky was announced recently. Jayne is a sophomore business major and Tom
attends Stanford where he is a
junior social science major. He
is a member of Sigma Nu, The
couple is planning an August 11
wedding at the Stanford Chapel.
SCHAEFLE-GAULT
Nancy Gault and Roger Schaefle
recently announced their New
Year’s Day wedding. Nancy is a
freshman physical education major
and Roger is a senior industrial
arts major. Both are from Campbell.
PIK E-MeVICKER
Beverly McVicker, Alpha Phi,
announced her pinning to Richard

Dr. Carroll V. Newsom. president of New York University and
director of a scholarship fund
1Fruit of the Loom Foundation),
recently expressed skepticism over
the currently popualr quiz whiz- zee on television shows, according
to United Press.
School districts holding inter"Perhaps we are laying too much views next week are:
stress on the quiz show mentality
Monday-- Sacramento a n d
in selecting young people for
iRiverside. 1-9:30 p.m. for elemenscholarships," he said.
9 think it would tie very in- tory and high school positions.
Tuesday -Fontana for elementeresting to award a group of
seholarchips en the basis of se. tar)’ and high school positions. 9
nomplishment other than the a.m. to 12 noon: Rio Linda for
standard competithe examine- elementary positions, 9 a.m. to 12
noon: and Fresno for elementary
t ions.
"It would be rewarding. too, to and high school positions, 1-4:90
compare the winners of these P -m,
scholarships with those who have
Wednesday-- Monterey and PoChi Sigma Epsion, secretaril
won by competitive examination mona for elementary and high honor society, met last Thursday
in
to. see whichsomp.fares better
school positions, 1:20-4:40 p.m.; to discuss semester activities. A
college and after," he continued. Modesto for elementary and high rush tea is being planned for
Merwin J. Joseph. chairman of school positions, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
April 10. with an initiation desthe fund and a vice president of’ School districts accepting ap- sert to be held May I. Election of
the company financing the schol- plications for elementary positions officers is scheduled for May 27.
arships, said:
Officers of Chi Sigma Epsilon
I are:
"The fact Is that many quiz
are Dixie Wilson, president; Pat
Brisbane,
Los
Gatos,
Arbuckle,
heroes are mental freaks, with ,
Page, vice president; Karlean Tolliterally ’photographic minds’ Tres Pinos, Bishop, Porterville, les, corresponding secrete ry;
capable of accumulating miscel- Azusa and Yerrno.
Gladys Urldge, recording secreSchool districts accepting appli- tary; Sue Bistline, treasurer: Lora
Ianeous facts the viay an attic
cations for both elementary and Brunello, historian; and Mrs. Ancollects junk.
"They are not capable of secondary positions’ are:
derson, adviser.
making any original contribution
Placentia. Sanger and Trona.
to society.
High schools now accepting ap"To a great extent, competitive plications for secondary positions
scholarship examinations, like the are:
quiz shows, favor this type of men
San Leandro, Fowler Hanford,
tality. They put a premium on Monrovia, Lancaster. Denair, Los
Junior Panhellenic will sponsor
memory, or competitiveness, and Banos and Fall River Mills.
a fashion show, to be held at the
on sheer luck.
A nursery school teacher is need..
"They undervalue ambition, perFirst Christian Church at 5th and
ed at the Monterey Child Care
sonality. drive and, above all, creSan Fernando streets, on April
Center.
aliveness. Yet these are the quail 9th.
ties that build progress," he con- TEACHERS ’rota
The event, which will take place
eluded
The Napa County School Dis- from 7 to 8 p.m., will feature
trict will hold a guided tour of the clothes from Stuart’s. Refreshcounty Saturday for prospective ments will be served.
One pledge from each sorority
teachers. Interested students
should sign up this afternoon in will model.
the Placement Office, Room 100,
FOR RENT
so that a car pool for transpor- St
Illerhew. Hall has vacancies for
tation to Napa can be arranged.
N.
106
SJS.
from
biks.
rta. & hd. 2
Transportation for the tour itself
5111s CY 3-2216. Summer Sch. rm.
will be provided by the district.
Catholic students will receive
and kitch. privileges.
!Holy Communion together at the
Sus. for men, linen, hitch. priv.
a
19:30 a.m. Mass, Sunday at St
$25 mo. e. 633 S. 5th St.
Patrick’s Church at 9th and Santa :
WANTED
Clara streets, according to Father
John S. Duryea, Newman Cite,
Need Money? 112 yr. old Co. has
chaplain.
openings for men & coeds pt. time,
The Student Communion Stincia
flex. hrs. $60-80 per uk. poss. AX
At their breakfast meeting SunIs observed once each month as
6-9442 bet. 4-6 p.m.
), morning, the College Religious
Riders from Pala Wds. off Toyota Council discussed the state bill to a part of the Newman Club achy ities.
CL
8Ave. MWF 7:30 TTH 8:30.
prevent "unqualified" psycholo9461.
gists from practicing.
Boys, Lostadry done. 91.00 week.i A representative of the Newman
CY 2-2g76.
Club said his group had backed
Miss Lola Eriksen, instructor in
Part time job gd. pay, eves. & the bill and urged the individual science education, will be t h e
Sat. Car req. Interviews at 103 groups to support it.
guest of the Presbyterian Student
San Ferando, Rrn. 207 at 8:30
The Council discussed prospec- Fellowship at its regular "Meet ’
Tuesday & Thursday.
tive chairmen f o r next year’s the Professor" series meeting toWIP do typing In my bone. Rena. Religion In Life Week and also ap- day at 12:30 p.m. at the Preshyrate. CY 2-6143. 1884 Arbar Ave. pointed Lynne Burton chairman of terian Student Center, 99 S. 11th
Olen: Long Reseh. Newport the committee which will put out St. All interested students are in &mach Easter Vac E. Tyler. CY 4- the Campus Religious Directory cited.

Honor Society
Plans Rushing

Pledges Model
In Style Show I

Classified

udents Receive
Holy Comm u n ion

Religious Council
Views State Bill

MEETINGS

On Campus marph,

Ford Motor Plant
Frida Afternoon

?

Iltite31

Father John S. Duryea, Newman
Club chaplain, will speak on "Sue_
cess in Marriage" tonight at 9
o’clock in Newman Hall, 79 S. 5th
St.
The talk will be the fifth in the
Newman Club’s Annual Marriage
Series and will follow the regular
club meeting at 8:15 p.m.

Prof Talks On Art
Dr. Richard G. Tansey, associate
Professor of art. Will speak to
the Wesley Foundation on "Christian Art and Architecture" Sunday. 7 p.m., at 24 N. 5th St. The
talk will follow the Foundation’s
regular 35-cent "Snack Supper" at
6 p.m. All interested persons are
Invited.

omics Department, will deliver Phi
Alpha Theta’s spring initiation
lecture in the College Chapel tonight at 730 p.m. Seven new mem.
berg will be initiated.
Phi Alpha Theta is a national
history honorary society which
elects its members from students
who have completed 12 units of
history with a grade point average
of at least 3.01. Overall C.P.A.
must be at least 3.0.

Drawn Into Ticket
HAMDEN. Conn.(UP) Yale
student Jon E. Erickson, was fined
$21 for speeding after explaining
he went driving because he felt
so ’bad about his poor work on
an architectural problem.

Nobody but Roos is first
in California 6portswearl
:Alect your new swimsuit
from a selection finest
in comfort and style.

967 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 7-4213

am/ hog fdri

De Witt Clinfpn (,potime called Aaron-Burnl first
made himself known to fame in 1756 when Governor
William Penn commissioned him to survey the forests of
the Western Reserve. (One is inclined to wonder what in
the world Governor Penn could have been thinking of,
for De Witt Clinton was eighteen months old at the time.)
However, the little chap did remarkably well. He surveyed
as far west as Spokane, teaching phonetic English to
more than twelve million Indians along the way, and then,
tired but happy, he became Johnny Appleseed.
Later, he became a keelboat and sailed home to enter
politics. He tried to join the Greenback Party, but his
back wasn’t green enough, so he joined the Whigs.
He was offered the Whig nomination for the presidency, but declined., with the celebrated statement: "If
nominated I will not run; if elected I will not serve."
But the Whigs only nudged each other and said, "That
old fox, he’s just playing hard to get." So they nominated
him anyhow, and sure enough he did not run, but he was
elected anyhow, and sure enough he did not serve. In
fact, he was elected to a second term, which he also did
not serve. However, only a few top Whigs knew there
was nobody in the White House. The rest of the country
thought that the President was confined to his room with
a wrenched knee. For a while people sent "Get Well"
cards, but soon everyone forgot and turned their attentit:al to important matters like opening the west, inventing
the buffalo, and the Black Tom Explosion.

(You knew I was going to say that, didn’t you? Well,
of course you did, especially if you are a Philip Morris
smoker, for if you are, you know what a sweetheart of a
smoke Philip Morris is - how full of rich, natural flavor,
how natural and mellow, how long size and regular. And
if you are not a Philip Morris smoker, you’ve got a treat
coming. Light one soon. Light either end.)

Fa:+er ensembles, hats

Under New Management
Open Thursday Evenings

Ve taahl

After two terms as President, De Witt Clinton
entered Yale and took up smoking. He tried several
brands of cigarettes until he found the one brand that
pleased him in every particular-Philip Morris, of conga!

;1*

olcves and accessories.

re oi
FuLiPt4Oftg/S0’.
rrw

Department Head
Speak Tonight
Newman Chaplain To
Dr. Dudley Moorhead, head of
Talks On Wedlock the History, Geography and Econ-

Fellowship Meets

FOR SALE
modern, makes dbl. bed
cond
$35. Aft. 5. Housetrailer. Reed’s Hillview Air Port
14 Austin Healy, exc. cond.-347
So. 10th St. Afternoohs,
Stela -Erlekaen &la:- hinds.
Like new. Cost $300, sell for $40,
clash. CY 3-9657. Dick Larsen.
iiW,PCO VOLKSWAGEN SUPERt" -&’]R- -Complete Idt_ready to
Install 9100.00. CY 4-4144:

Jackson, a freshman exploratory
’ major from Los Altos. Ed is a
junior business administration
major from Santa Ana.
NELSON-FRIEDMAN
Mary Friedman, freshman education major recently announced
her pinning to Jerry Nelson, Phi
Mu Alpha, a senior at Iowa State
University. Mary is a member of
Kappa Phi,
KARPEN-HEATH
1.1z Heath passed the traditional
candle to her Chi Omega sorority
sisters Monday night to announce
her pinning to Don Karpen, Delta
Sigma Phi. Liz is a senior education major from Sunnyvale. Don
is a senior commercial art major
from San Jose,

The Pre-Medical Society recently toured the San Jose Hospital’s
pathology laberafbry, according to
Stephen Mod. society secretary.
The group was guided by Dr.
Robert Dennis, pathology laboratory director, who called pathology "a new and vital field," adding that, -its importance to the
modern hospital must not be
Luster-rated’
Pathology is the study of the
nature of diseases.
The Society first visited the
hospital’s cytology room, where
members were allowed to examine
prepared slides showing abnor.
malities which indicated the presence of cancer.
Dr. Dennis demonstrated the
Callaway’s Crystal
techqique of preparing slides of
different tissues during the group’s
Creamery
tour of the slide room.
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
The students then visited the
Dinner
main section of the laboratory
Alpha Eta Rho will meet this
E.
Santa Clara
&
7th
-typing
where such tests as blood
evening at 7:30 o’clock in the
ere carried out. The tour was con- Aero Lab to work
on a San Jose
cluded with a trip to the hospital’s
Municipal Airport model.
Life’s Flight
morgue where post-mortem (*X Delta Phi Upsilon will meet this
aminations are conducted.
with
evening at 6:45 o’clock in Room
Sharp Sight!
161. Pledging will start at 7:30
p.m.
prescriptions
filled
Fresman Camp Committee will
eyes examineil
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
J108.
Dr. Jack H. Chennell
Liszt and Leonard Bernstein.
Iota Delta Phi will meet this
Proceeds from the concert will evening at
OPTOMETRIST
7:30 o’clock at the
go to the church building fund. home of Rod Norton, 1262 Glen- WINTER-JACKSON
CY 5-2747
254 S. 2nd,
Tickets are available from Miss wood. Members are
Ed Winter, Phi Sigma Kappa.
asked to asMember Spar -Ten
Marjorie Bradley, CY 4-9538, and semble in
front of the Catholic announced his pinning to Gail
Mr. and Mrs- Joe
.1-1"’ Women’s Center at 7 o’clock
Physics Society will meet Friday
evening at 7:30 o’clock in Room
IRCStudents Tour
S210. There will he a discussion
on the "Improbability of Space
Travel" and election of officers.
(Author of "Barefoot Boy Wttli CAerk," tie.)
Social Affairs Committee will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
24.
The Industrial Relations Club
Spartan Oriocel will meet SatTHE PULSE,POUNDING SAGA OF
will make a field trip to the Ford urday evening at 7:30 o’clock at
Motor Co. assembly plant in Mil- Kagura Hall. There will be a serDE WITT CLINTON, AMERICAN
pitas tomorrow afternoon accord- vice project social. Scrapbooks will
ing to Ted Lusk, club president.
be made. Members are asked to
Let us today turn our eager young minds to the inAll members and other indus- bring cartoons, periodicals and
spiring story of De Witt Clinton, one of the greatest
trial relations majors interested in scissors.
figures in American history and - unaccountably - one
of the most neglected.
making the trip should meet toWorld University Service Coon morrow at 1 p.m. at Building W. ell will meet today at 12:30 p.m.
Lusk said. Transportation will be in Room L315, Dr. Rao. a profess
OT
provided.
sor from India will be the guesi
SMOKE NAtc4f14.4.
In addition to a guided tour of speaker.
factory operations, a special trip
will be made through the personnel and industrial relations offices.

Ctunorah Club Will Present
Contralto in Benefit Concert
The Cumorah Club, campus
group of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus enlist of Latter Day
Saints, will present a benefit concert Sunday in the Studio Theater
of the Speech and Drama Building.
featuring mezzo-contralto Weida
Hamilton Bradley, a former music
and drama student at SJS.
Mrs. Bradley’s performance will
include works by Bach. Mozart,
Debussy, Donizetti and Gian-Carlo
Menotti, as well as Negro spirituals and traditional songs.
John White, former ’pianist in
residence, Villa Montalvo, will accompany Mrs. Bradley on the piano
and will also perform works by

Miss
Pike of Delta Upsilon
McVicker is a junior business education major from Los Angeles.
Pike is a junior business administration major from Oakland.
HAIGH-MeCARON
Dottie McCaron passed the
traditional box of candy to her
Alpha Chi Omega sisters Monday
night to announce her pinning to
Jeb Haigh. Dottie is a sophomore
home economics major from Santa
Ana and Jeb is a Sigma Chi from
Altadena.
BRADY-SWEETLAND
Pete Brady, former SJS student
and a member of Alpha Tau Omega, announced his pinning to Paula
Sweetland, a sophomore secretarial major from Portland, Ore.
Brady is from Merced.
JOIHISON-WASHBURN
Saturday at the Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl Dance, Don
Johnson announced his pinning to
Margie Washburn, a sophomore
business administration major at
Modesto Junior College. Don is
an engineering major from Manteca.
HALLAHAN-BURGET
Bob Hallahan announced his pinning to Marlene Burget at the Phi
Sigma Kappa Moonlight Dance.
Marlene, an Alpha Chi Omega, is
a senior business administration
major from Louisiana, Bob is a
senior business administration
major from Laguna Beach,
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Layaways

FIRST and SANTA CLARA

Upon graduation from Yale, De Witt Clinton became
commissioner of baseball and smoked and loved Philip
Morris Cigarettes for the rest of his long and distinguished life, and when at last he was called to his reward,
his friend Old Hickory (Daniel Webster) stood tip in the
Senate and said, "How sad that De Witt Clinton must
now be forever separated from his beloved Philip Morris!"
"Nay!" cried Pitt, the Elder (Henry Clay t, bounding
to his feet. "We need not separate De Witt Clinton and
Philip Morris. I know how to keep them together always!"
And, sure enough, if you will look at the blue federal
tax stamp on your pack of Philip Morris, guess whose
picture you’ll see. De Witt Clinton’s! That’s whose!
C MAN Sbilmen. 1967
Th, makers ot Philip Morris. who bring you thin column Foch
week, don’t subserthe to Old hiss’s hintorirol data, hut we
sure admire hla taste in cigarettes, kOu will too. Try ei new
tuntnnent-Philip Morph ’tufo,:

